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QUESTIONS

TO ASK YOUR
HEATING & COOLING
COMPANY

Choosing the right service provider for your
HVAC system can be daunting. We’ve decided
to make it easier to narrow down your options
to the right fit with a quick questions guide
that will have you focused on the right factors
when selecting an HVAC partner.

Repair

Installation

Service

Any Make Or Model

Only Quality Systems

Lengthen Your System's Life

No matter the make or model, we
can fix it. Call now if you need

We only install the best systems,
guaranteed to be cost-effective

We provide thorough equipment checks
and maintenance to make your
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Is the company locally owned and operated?

Repair

Why it matters: Going local gets you closer to understanding your home
faster. You also know that local companies care about your local community
and have built a reputation for quality.

How many years has the company been in business?
Installation

UHC

Service

Why it matters: Experience and reputation matter. If an HVAC business
has been around for a while, it will know the area well and understand your
home’s needs. This also demonstrates a commitment to the community and
trustworthiness.

What type of reviews has the company received from past
customers?
Why it matters: It can be challenging to choose the right partner based on
websites and phone calls alone. Check to see what others say about the HVAC
company on their website and check places like Google and Angie’s List.

What does the company offer for services?
Why it matters: While you may be looking for just one service right now, if you
find the right partner, they’ll be able to help you with all your HVAC needs yearround, and you won’t have to search again for who to call when you need help.

Can they share their safety and health protocols?
Why it matters: HVAC systems aren’t just about heating or cooling your air
- they also contribute to the air quality in your home. Make sure your HVAC
provider follows health and safety protocols so you can have the healthiest air
possible.
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Are the technicians trained and certified?

Repair

Why it matters: Your HVAC system is only as good as the technology
you have and the partners you use to install and maintain it. Ensure your
technicians are trained and certified so they have the most up-to-date
knowledge on techniques and technology.

Is the company licensed and insured?
Installation

Why it matters: Working with licensed and insured companies can help you
avoid a “nightmare” scenario with a contractor. Licensing and insurance show
legitimacy and also protect you from expensive liabilities or low work quality.

Does the company offer a maintenance program?

UHC

Service

Why it matters: The right HVAC partner wants to help you be comfortable and
healthy for the life that you’re in your home. They will offer maintenance so
you can ensure your HVAC system is always running efficiently and effectively
year-round with cost savings incentives.

Does the company offer a variety of HVAC Equipment?
Why it matters: Your service provider should help you become a confident
homeowner equipped with knowledge about your energy systems’ care and
maintenance, so you know that you and your family will stay comfortable for
the life that you’re in your home.

Review the answers to these questions and choose the
partner that will help you have a happy, comfortable life
in your home.
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